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Abstract
Hydrogen Induced Cracking (HIC) is one of failure types of in-service carbon steel
pressure vessels. Acoustic emission is a good method to monitor the HIC of pressure vessel.
In order to investigate the characteristic of acoustic emission signals produced by HIC of
carbon steel used in pressure vessel, the hydrogen charging progress of 16MnR and 20R steel
was monitored by use of acoustic emission instrument. The steel specimen was charged with
hydrogen while it was immersed in the H2S-saturated solution at ambient temperature. The
characteristics of acoustic emission signals were showed and discussed. The testing results
showed that 16MnR steel has some resistance to HIC and corrosion signals can be detected
through acoustic emission testing. The AE signals produced by HIC were detected for 20R.
The AE signals of HIC can be divided into gestation and cracking stages. The AE signals with
large amplitude increased obviously with cracking growth. These results provide a reference
for practical test for pressure vessels.
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1 Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) technique has been applied to pressure vessel test more than 40
years since Dunegan carried out the first acoustic emission test for pressure vessel in 1963[1].
AE instruments have been replaced serial times from fully analogue model to fully digital
model during this 40 years. Nowadays AE technique is widely used to pressure vessel test in
many countries [2-5]. AE is an effective method for monitoring dynamic damage of pressure
vessel. But we do not know whether AE is effective to monitor hydrogen induced cracking
(HIC) of pressure vessel made by carbon steel. It was found that very few papers studied the
acoustic emission of HIC of carbon steel through literature searches. O.E.Andreikiv applied
AE to monitor the extending process of 9KhF and 4340 steel specimen exposed to 0.1MPa
hydrogen gas[6]. It was found that AE count rate directly proportioned to growth rate of crack.

S. Y. Tsai and H.C.Shih studied the characteristics of AE signals of JIS-G-3115 SPV-50Q steel
during filtering hydrogen in wet H2S[7]. It was presumed that AE signals resulted from
forming and breaking of FeS cladding or HIC. In order to search AE testing method of HIC of
pressure vessel, this paper investigate AE characteristics of HIC of 20R and 16MnR carbon
steel frequently used by pressure vessel in China.
2 Test Method
2.1 Specimen
Due to 20R steel is popularly used for pressure vessel in China, it was selected for
testing. Fig.1 shows the dimension of the specimen. The thickness of specimen is 12mm. The
specimen was protected by epoxy resin. An area with diameter 2mm were polished for
charging hydrogen atom. Table 1 lists the chemical composition and mechanical properties.
Table 1 Chemical composition and mechanical
properties of steel samples
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Fig.1 Dimensions of the specimen
and the position of the AE sensor.

2.2 Experimental device
Fig.2 shows the experimental device.
H2S gas was filled into distilled water in an
aquarium. The saturated solution of H2S was
gotten later. The specimen is as cathode and
platinum electrode as anode. The specimen
can be charged hydrogen atom by electrolysis
with constant current supply. The specimen
was monitored by an AE instrument during
the electrolysis.
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The AE instrument is model AMSY-5
made by Vallen. An broad brand AE sensor

Fig.2 Experimental device used during the

with response frequencies 100KHz～900KHz

test: ⑴H2S in,

was used. The gain of pre-amplifier is 40dB
and brand is 90kHz～1MHz. The electrical
source for electrolysis is constant current

acoustic emission sensor,

constant current supply, preamplifier,
acoustic emission system H2S out,
platinum electrode, plate specimen.

supply with output current 0～100mA.

3 AE monitoring result
Before electrifying to the specimen, the background noise signals were collected. The
amplitude of background noise signals were lower then 35dB. The frequency scope of
background noise signals was very wide. Fig. 3 is the frequency scope of background noise
signals.

Fig.3 The waveform and frequency distribution of background noise signals

After electrifying to the specimen, AE signals of amplitudes between 35dB and 45dB
were immediately detected. These kinds of AE signals are called model A. 4 hours later, AE
signals of amplitudes between 45dB and 65dB emerged. These kinds of AE signals are called
model B. After persisting 15 minutes, model B AE signals stopped. About 3 hours later, model
B AE signals appeared again. Fig. 4-1 is amplitude of AE signals versus charging time during
initial stage. Fig. 4-2 is accumulative energy of AE signals versus charging time during initial
stage. The accumulative energy of AE signals increased very quick when model B signal
emerged.
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Fig.4-1 Amplitude of AE signals versus charging time
A
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Fig.4-2 Accumulative energy of AE signals versus charging time

Model A and model B mixed after testing 20 hours. About continue monitoring 3 days
later, bigger AE signals of amplitudes between 60dB and 75dB emerged. These kinds of AE
signals are called model C. After persisting 10 minutes, model C AE signals stopped. About
1.5 hours later, model C AE signals appeared again. Fig. 5-1 is amplitude of AE signals versus
charging time during later stage. Fig. 5-2 is accumulative energy of AE signals versus
charging time during later stage. The accumulative energy of AE signals increased rapidly
when model C signal emerged.
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Fig. 5-1 Amplitude of AE signals versus charging time during later stage

C

Fig. 5-2 is accumulative energy of AE signals versus charging time during later stage
Fig 6～8 are the waveform and frequency distribution figures of three kinds of model
signals. The peak frequency of all kinds of AE signals are all located in 80～180KHz. But the
amplitudes of different model signals are different. The peak frequency is obviously different
from background noise signals.

Fig. 6 The waveform and frequency distribution of model A signals

Fig. 7 The waveform and frequency distribution of model B signals

Fig. 8 The waveform and frequency distribution of model C signals

4 Analysis of testing result
AE signals of Model A were immediately produced when started electrifying. It
illuminates that model A signals were directly produced by corrosion of solution and process
electrifying to charge hydrogen atom. It is like a background noise existing in all testing
process.
Through two specimens testing, it was found that model B signals always emerged after
electrifying several hours. For one specimen, the test was terminated when model B signals
emerged and model C signals had not emerged. Through observing the corrosive surface of
specimen by electron microscope, it was found that there was a layer of FeS with many cracks
on the corrosive surface of specimen. Fig 9 gives the micrograph of specimen surface. Due to
HIC was not found inside of specimen by electron microscope, this illuminates that model B
signals was produced by cracking and flaking off of FeS layer.

Fig. 9 The micrograph of FeS layer on specimen surface

Fig.10 Macroscopical photo of the specimen surface

C
Fig. 11 The micrograph of hydrogen blister

After model C signals emerged, the experiment was terminated for another specimen. It
was found that there were many blisters with diameter of 0.2mm~4.5mm on the corrosive
surface of specimen (see Fig 10). Some blisters had burst (see Fig 11). Then the specimen was
cut. The metallograph of the specimen was observed. There were many hydrogen induced
cracks inside the specimen (see Fig. 12 and Fig.13). This illuminates that model C signals was
produced by HIC.

Fig.12 Metallograph of hydrogen blister section

Fig.13 HIC inside specimen

5 Conclusion
(1) HIC in carbon steel can produce very big acoustic emission signals. The amplitude of
this kind of signals can reach 75dB. The peak frequency of the AE signals are located in 80～
180KHz.
(2) Electrifying corrosion for carbon steel can produce detectable acoustic emission
signals. The amplitude of this kind of signals can reach 45dB. The peak frequency of the AE
signals are located in 80～180KHz.
(3) Cracking and peeling off of FeS layer during electrifying corrosion for carbon steel
can produce big acoustic emission signals. The amplitude of this kind of signals can reach
65dB. The peak frequency of the AE signals are located in 80～180KHz.
(4) Acoustic emission testing is an effective method to monitor HIC and corrosion for
carbon steel.
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